Smart Video Door
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A New Interactive Experience
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Comfort and Control
COMMU N I C ATI ON WI TH E N TR A N CE PANEL

Talk to your guests via text messages, voice or video calls.
Thanks to the display you can easily communicate with anyone coming to your door
using text messages which are like interactive post-it. Give directions using live
messages, recorded voice messages, or even video. Greeting and talking to people in
front of you is amazingly simple, whether you’re at home ready to open the door or on
the other side of the world.

E V E RY TH I N G F R OM YOU R A PP

Answer directly from your smartphone.
A simple App on your smart phone means you can check who is calling at your door,
communicate with them, leave them messages or even talk to them via video.
Notifications on your device will also work on Apps which are on standby, so you’ll
always be in touch with home without running down your phone’s battery.

I N TEG R ATE D ACCE SS CON TR OL

Open the door and control your home automation.
Doors and gates can be opened not only just using the App , but also by the available
technologies which recognize your Smartphone like Bluetooth and NFC, either by
showing a QR code to the camera and by typing a code on the keypad.

CLOU D SE R V I CE

The certainty to log and have your conversations always available.
IpDoor works even without Internet connection , but it exploits widely the cloud
flexibility. It means you’ll be able to record all the videos either of the visitors and
prowlers, locally in off-line mode. However you’ll have this service available for
the synchronization also in the cloud, to review and manage your video records in
complete freedom.

HD Camera With Panoramic View
Thanks to a 5 Megapixel sensor, a lens with a viewing
angle exceeding 170 ° and adapted infrared LEDs, the
device provides a crystal-clear, HD resolution panoramic
view both day and night.

Input & Output
It is possible to control an electro-lock and a gate
through a powered output and a relay. There are also
inputs for various sensors (door-open, presence ...).

Proximity & Shock detection
The integrated proximity sensor allows you to welcome
visitors upon arrival using both audio and visual
indications. An anti-shock sensor gives alerts of any
vandalism attempts.

Wifi & Ethernet
The dual integrated network interface, both wired with
PoE power supply and wireless with high-capacity Wi-Fi,
allow for any installation environment, offering easy
programming and diagnostics without the need for
physical intervention.

The Door Station
Having Touch Display
M A D E I N I TA LY

Display Touch
Communication has never been so easy.
The 4.3” high quality sun readable display will grant the
best communication with the external panel. The userfriendly and highly configurable touch interface will
permit to manage from a single villa , by presenting it
with enriched pictures and details, to a large building
by means of coded keypad calls. In any situations it
will be possible to control the door lock release or any
activation by using a unique personal code.

Double Mic
Perfect reception and sound transmission.
Thanks to a dual microphone and DSP
device, background and heavy noises are
eliminated: the audio is clearly defined
in input and output for a communication
always functional.

Bluetooth/NFC
Maximum compatibility and control.
The Bluetooth and NFC protocols integrated
in IpDoor will amplify the potential of your
video door phone, turning it into a valuable
tool for the access control.

Brushed Stainless Steel Body
Essential aesthetics and endurance.
The brushed stainless steel body, the
essential finishes, the chromatic combination
of black and gray and the elegant monitor
make IpDoor a real design object.

IpDoor App
Like always being at home,
even when you’re not there.
Answer
wherever
you are

Open
gates and
doors

Manage
your
access

Innovative
text/voice
interaction

AVAI L AB L E ON

History
of your
device
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